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Abstract

Knowledge portals provide views onto domain-specific information on the World Wide Web,
thus facilitating their users to find relevant, domain-specific information. The construction of in-
telligent access and the provisioning of information to knowledge portals, however, remained
an ad hoc task requiring extensive manual editing and maintenance by the knowledge portal
providers. In order to diminish these efforts we use ontologies as a conceptual backbone for
providing, accessing and structuring information in a comprehensive approach for building and
maintaining knowledge portals. We present one research and one commercial case study that
show how our approach is used in practice.
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1 Introduction

“Content is king” is the traditional credo of media companies in the Web. Now that the promises of
the World Wide Web in its first stage have been delivered, information pointing to other information
is ubiquitous and everyone laments under the burden of finding the needle in the haystack, the real
difference only comes in when these companies aim at the better provisioning of services around
these contents [35]. This trend is visible in portal services like www.yahoo.com or www.look-
look.com. They enlisten hoards of people to contribute information pieces that are shaped by human
editors into many different facettes. Their considerations include thinking about what information
pieces are there, how to structure them, who should look at them and who should provide them.

Knowledge portals in the Web are intended to help people achieve a particular task taking place
in a complex setting, e.g. learning about solutions and pitfalls of Knowledge Management.1 Hence,
knowledge portal providers must act as intermediaries that structure relevant aspects of the info world
for presentation on the portal in order to allow people flexible and easy access to all the contents.

At this point artificial intelligence comes in as a key enabler for helping to structure, access and
provide information that has been aggregated by collaboration of people. We have developed a com-
prehensive approach, tools and methods, to structure, access and provide knowledge for a given do-

1www.brint.com
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main in a collaborative setting on a knowledge portal2. The key technology for this purpose are
ontologies, which provide formal means to specify a domain of interest to a group of users (cf. [15]).
So far, ontologies have been used for research [1, 31] and commercial purposes (cf., e.g., [27]) of
presenting and mediating information [40] in the Web, we here present a comprehensive concept for
building and maintaining knowledge portals, including the part of decentral knowledge provisioning.
We elaborate on the basic tools and methods, a case study serving research needs and — briefly — a
commercial portal currently under development, for which our approach is used.

2 Requirements for Knowledge Portals

The aim of knowledge portals is to make knowledge accessible to users and to allow users the ex-
change of knowledge. Knowledge portals specialize in a certain topic in order to offer deep coverage
of the domain of interest and, thus, address a community of users. The portals are commonly built to
include community serices, such as online forums, mailing lists and news articles of relevant guises
[11].3

Even facing an only medium size portal the amount of information that is stored becomes ex-
tremely unwieldy to present and to re-find. In particular, the common categories, like news or mail-
ings, appear completely inadequate to deal with the information flood on their own. Hence, the ques-
tion about how best to manage such a knowledge portal comes up very urgently. One reason for this
is that the user will often not care so much about the document type (mailing list, magazine article,
interviews), but rather about the document content, when he searches for knowledge that he needs to
solve a problem or to learn about a new topic.

In fact, there exist a number of research proposals and commercial solutions that have recognized
and approached this problem. For instance, MathNet4 introduces knowledge sharing for mathemati-
cians through a database relying on Dublin Core meta data. Altmann et al. [1] allow for navigating
their knowledge base on Ribosomes according to an ontology, thus providing rich interlinkage and
good support for the user. Further work in this direction in various guises has also been done, e.g., in
[25, 13, 26], but a comprehensive concept for supporting the knowledge portal has been missing so
far. Such overall support has to include, of course, the GUI interface for accessing the portal contents
and thereby addressing community-specific needs, but it also needs to consider the provisioning of
knowledge as well as the overall construction and maintenance of the portal.

2.1 Knowledge Providing

An essential feature of a knowledge portal is the easy ammendment of information in a way such
that it may be easily re-found. Thereby, ammended information may come in many different legacy
formats. Nevertheless, presentations of and queries for information contents must be allowed in many
ways that need to be independent from the way by that information was provided originally. The
knowledge portal must remain adaptable to the information sources contributed by its providers —
and not vice versa.

This requirement precludes the application of database-oriented approaches (e.g., [26]), since
they presume that a uniform mode of storage exists that allows for the structuring of information

2Cf. [11] for a comprehensive classification of portal types.
3Some famous knowledge portals are www.brint.com, www.netacademy.org, www.epinion.com, or

msdn.microsoft.com.
4http://www.math-net.de
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at a particular conceptual level, such as a relational database scheme. In the complex setting of a
knowledge portal, one must neither assume that a uniform mode for information storage exists nor that
only one particular conceptual level is adequate for structuring information of a particular community.
In fact, even more sophisticated approaches such as XML-based techniques that separate content
from layout and allow for multiple modes of presentation appear insuffcient, because their underlying
transformation mechanisms (e.g., XSLT or XQL [28, 8]) are too inconvenient for integration and
presentation of various formats at different conceptual levels. The reason is that they do not provide
the conceptual underpinning required for proper integration of information.

In order to integrate diverse information, we require another layer besides the common distinction
into document, content and layout, viz. explicit knowledge structures that may structure all the in-
formation in different formats for a community at various levels of granularity. Different information
formats need to be captured and related to the common ontology:

1. Several types of metadata such as available on web pages (e.g., HTML META-tags),

2. manual provision of data to the knowledge repository, and

3. a range of different wrappers that encapsulate structured and semi-structured information sources
(e.g., databases or HTML documents).

Section 6 will address these issues in detail.

2.2 Knowledge Access

Navigating through a knowledge portal that is unknown is a rather difficult task in general. Infor-
mation retrieval may facilitate the finding of pieces of texts, but its usage is not suffcient in order to
provide novice users with the right means for exploring unknown terrain. This turns out to be a prob-
lem particularly when the user does not know much about the domain and does not know what terms
to search for. In such cases it is usually more helpful for the user to explore the portal by browsing —
given that the portal is well and comprehensively structured. Simple tree-structured portals may be
easy to maintain, but the chance is extremely high that an inexperienced user looking for information
gets stuck in a dead-end road. Therefore, the portal must be able to present a multitude of varying
views onto its contents and different ways should be possible to approach the same content. For in-
stance, when looking for an expert in a given, but still vaguely defined domain, either one might query
for research papers or one might search for projects first and then continue to have a glimpse onto
corresponding expert homepages.

Here, we must face the trade-off between resources used for structuring the portal (money, man-
power) and the extent to which a comprehensive navigation structure may be provided. Since in-
formation in the knowledge portal will be continually amended, richly interrelated presentation of
information would usually require extensive editing, such as is done, e.g., for Yahoo. In contrast,
knowledge portals should exhibit comprehensive structuring of information virtually for free.

There has been interesting research (e.g. Fröhlich et al. [14] or Kesseler [18]) that demonstrates
that authoring, as well as reading and understanding of web sites, profits from conceptual models
underlying document structures “in the large”, i.e. the interlinking between documents, as well as
document structures “in the small”, i.e. the contents of a particular document. In addition, it shows
how rich linkage in multiple directions may be constructed automatically based on the underlying
conceptual structures.

Rather naturally, once a common conceptual model for the community exists and is made explicit,
it is easier for the individual to access a particular site. Hence, in addition to rich interlinking between
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Figure 1: Knowledge Portal Architecture

document structures “in the large”, comprehensive surveys and indices of contents and a large number
of different views onto the contents of the portal, we require that the conceptual structure of the portal
is made explicit at some point. Providing an ontology we meet this requirement. Section 7 will show
how conceptual structures are exploited for access purposes. But before we go into the details, we
provide a high-level view onto the overall architecture.

2.3 Architecture

The major division of our approach is into five modules that package different tools, tasks and software
components. We have mentioned some requirements that appear at the interface sides of accessing
and providing knowledge and we will elaborate on these in subsequent sections, hence we can safely
ignore them here.

Knowledge Warehousing. The knowledge warehouse hosts facts, meta data about documents, and
the ontology, which describes the structure of the facts and the meta data. Facts and concepts are stored
in a relational database, however, they are stored in a reified format that treats relations and concepts
as first-order objects and that is therefore very flexible with regard to changes and amendments of the
ontology.

The different tasks and tools for providing knowledge feed directly into the knowledge warehouse
or indirectly when they are triggered by a Web crawl. The task at this point is very similar to data
warehousing, where various schemata need to be mapped to each other and views need to be main-
tained and integrated. In the case studies described below, we could so far restrict our attention to
incoming data that was already structured according to the given ontology. Thus, the integration task
has been rather negligible.

Inferencing. We exploit the inference engine, SiLRi (Simple Logic-based RDF Interpreter) de-
scribed in [5]. Basically, SiLRi offers representation capabilities for RDF and F-Logic and for com-
binations thereof. The first is a frame-oriented representation language with an XML syntax. The
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second is an object-oriented logic mechanism that extends datalog with OO modelling primitives.
While RDF only allows for the provisioning of facts and concept definitions, F-Logic in addition
allows the querying and the use of axioms.

For our purpose, SiLRi is ideally suited because it allows for combined querying of facts and
ontological concepts in one query. Hence, one may ask for questions like “show me the concept
taxonomy including only those concepts for which you have some news in the last week” and, thus,
dynamically adapt the portal interface. In our architecture, the knowledge warehouse is only queried
via the inference engine in order to offer a uniform mode of access. However, the inference engine
caches previous queries in order to deliver short response times.

Structuring. Finally, we offer several tools for structuring the portal, i.e. engineering the ontology
that constitutes the background for the inference engine, and for making contents accessible. We
elaborate on these tools in the section on “Structuring the Knowledge Portal”, but before that we
introduce two case studies as our litmus test for the validity of our approach and for illustrating some
examples in the remainder of the paper.

3 Case Study: KA2Portal

The first knowledge portal that we have constructed was for the “Knowledge Annotation Initiative of
the Knowledge Acquisition community” (KA2; cf. [3]). The KA2 initiative has been conceived for
semantic knowledge retrieval from the web building on knowledge created in the KA community. To
structure knowledge, an ontology has been built in an international collaboration of researchers. The
ontology constitutes the basis to annotate WWW documents of the knowledge acquisition community
in order to enable intelligent access to these documents and to infer implicit knowledge from explicitly
stated facts and rules from the ontology.

Given this basic scenario, we have investigated the techniques and built the tools that we describe
in the rest of this paper. Some views onto the KA2 contents may be seen in our up and running
demonstration KA2 community web portal (cf. Figure 2 or
http://ka2portal.aifb.uni-karlsruhe.de).

4 Case Study: TIME2Research-Portal

TIME is an acronym for Telecommunications, Information technology, Multimedia, and E-Business.
The term “TIME market” refers to a rapidly evolving market segment with tremendous opportunities.
Some of the challenges in this business segment lie in observing the market, tracking (un)successful
business models, and evaluating competing or new technologies. In particular, there are many people
who are not genuinely knowledgable about the TIME market and the technologies used there, but who
need in-depth information such as: “Who is selling what type of technology?”, “Who is market leader
in subsegments X?”, or “What are peer groups of companies in sector X”.

For instance, venture capitalists are given a large number of business proposals for which they
must decide quickly whether to invest in. Typically, venture capitalists are experts in financial issues
of starting a company, and accordingly they use their finance expertise as a sieve to sort out the good
potentials. In technical matters they would need some corresponding sieves, which they must com-
monly buy from a consulting company, because having the technical analyst around would turn out
too expensive. From financial and technical point of views evaluation criteria of different grain sizes
are used that take up different amounts of time and money. A successful proposal would run through
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Figure 2: KA2 Portal User Interface

several evaluation cycles where increasingly fine-grained criteria and increasingly time-consuming
evaluation measures are applied to sort out the good potentials from the bad.

From the outsourcing of technical expertise results a difficult problem: The duration between
proposal and answer is rather long as evaluation goes through several stages. Thus, investors clog
their working line and, more importantly, they may miss good chances, as proposers may turn toward
other investors. Also the overall process is not very efficient, because many standard questions (such
as the ones mentioned at the beginning of this section) must redundantly be researched and answered
by different technical experts.

The TIME2Research knowledge portal aims at streamlining the process that the technical analysts
performs, because it allows for collaborative knowledge provisioning. The portal optimizes the infor-
mation delivery process between the venture capitalist and the technical expert, because it allows for
decentral knowledge querying. It allows to bridge between the need for exploring the landscape and
the technical expertise, because the ontology structures the relevant domain of the TIME market in
terms of the one who compiles the question. The TIME2Research knowledge portal is an intriguing
application, because ontologies greatly extend the capabilities of current knowledge portals in this
area. Thereby, it need not solve the overall problem — evaluation in later stages will still have to be
performed by technical analysts — but the venture capitalist may answer his standard questions to the
portal in few minutes instead of triggering a day or week-long process.

Because the TIME2Research portal (http://www.time2research.de/) is still under heavy
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construction, we here refer the reader to a feasibility study about a system for corporate histories.5

CHAR [2], the corporate history analyser, tackles part of what is aimed at with the TIME2Research
portal. It may be seen running with few example data about past activities of M.A. Hanna at http://char.aifb.uni-
karlsruhe.de/.6

5 Structuring the Knowledge Portal

Ontologies have been established for knowledge sharing and are used as a means for conceptually
structuring domains of interest [40, 36]. As knowledge portals focus on particular domains, ontologies
appear ideally suited to support knowledge sharing and re-use between knowledge portal providers
and the users of the portal. In this section, we describe what representation formats underly the
ontologies we use in our knowledge portals and the tools we use for constructing them.

Our domain ontologies consist of (i) concepts defining and structuring domain-specific terms, (ii)
properties between concepts (i.e. relations) and between concepts and built-in types (i.e. attributes),
and (iii) axioms that allow for additional inferences, such as the verification of constraints and the
generation of new knowledge.

We model ontologies at an epistemological level using sophisticated graphical means of the ontol-
ogy engineering workbench OntoEdit (cf. Figure 3 or [33] for a detailed description). The workbench
offers different views for modeling concepts, attributes, relations and axioms. The resulting ontology
may be translated into different actual representation languages, viz. F-Logic, RDF, OIL, and DAML-
ONT (cf. http://ontobroker.semanticweb.org/ontos/ for a number of ontologies in
F-Logic, OIL and DAML-ONT; also cf. Table 1 on different ontology languages for the Web).

To illustrate the structure of the ontologies built with OntoEdit, the screenshot in Figure 3 depicts
part of the KA2 ontology describing a research community as it is seen in the ontology development
environment OntoEdit. The leftmost window depicts the is-a-relationship that structures the concepts
of the domain in a taxonomy. Attributes and relations of concepts are inherited by subconcepts.
Multiple inheritance is allowed as a concept may fit into different branches of the taxonomy. In Figure
3, attributes and relations of the concept AcademicStaff appear in the middle window. Some of
these attributes, like FIRSTNAME and LASTNAME are inherited from the superordinate concept Person.
Relations refer to other concepts, like WORKSATPROJECT denoting a relation between AcademicStaff
and Project.

Beyond simple structuring we model axioms or rules, that are defined on top of the core ontology
allowing inferencing and by that means the generation of new knowledge. For this purpose, we
define semantic patterns [32] that describe generic reasoning behaviour. One example is the common
membership pattern:

MembershipRelated(memberrelation,directrelation)

This pattern expresses that if two different instances i1; i2 belong to a set S via the membership
relation memberrelation, they are related to each other via the directrelation.

5Cf. [34] about our methodology for constructing ontology-based applications.
6Note for reviewers:

currently the start address is: http://aifbhermes.aifb.uni-karlsruhe.de/adl demo/adl-
frame.htm, an indirection from http://char.aifb.uni-karlsruhe.de/ will be provided soon. Transfer
to a server without development activities scheduled for January 2001 will make it more stable for demonstration
purposes before final printing of the paper.
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Table 1: Overview of Ontology Languages and Systems on the Web
Quite a large number of representation languages for representing ontologies on the web have been estab-
lished over the last decade. We here give a very brief survey of existing ontology representation languages
and associated systems on the Web:a

The current starting point for ontology languages on the Web are recommendations of the W3C for rep-
resenting semi-structured data on the Web with Resource Description Framework (RDF) [22] and for
modeling concepts and relations with RDF Schema (RDFS) [39]. RDF represents the core data model that
enables the encoding, exchange and reuse of semi-structured data, comprising a simple triple model for
relations together with a convention for expressing reified facts and comes also with an XML style syntax.
RDFS is an RDF application that basically allows to describe concept and property hierarchies as well as
domain restrictions and range restrictions of properties. RDF and RDFS serves as a lightweight semantic
layer that may be mapped onto other languages or that are used as a foundation for other languages.
OntoBroker [6] and our approach for building knowledge portals uses F-Logic, an object-oriented and
logics-based representation language conceived by Kifer et al. [19]. It supports inferencing for query
answering on schema and instance level extending horn logic with object-oriented primitives. In the imple-
mentation SiLRI (Simple Logic-based RDF Interpreter) by Angele and Decker [5] that we use, the F-Logic
engine may integrate RDF and RDFS facts and reason on them. b In a similar category is SHOE (Simple
HTML Ontology Extensions)c [16], which uses the PARKA knowledge representation system, that allows
the user to define a frame-based ontology with class, subclass, and property links. Additionally, on top of
this frame-based ontology, horn logic rules may be defined.
Conceptual Graphs (CGs) [30] are a system of logics based on the existential graphs of Charles Sanders
Peirce and semantic networks. The WEB-KB system [25] describes an application similar to OntoBroker
that embedds knowledge into web documents using conceptual graphs. A mapping of RDF into CGs is
described in [4], where a CG mechanism is used to answer queries about stored RDF facts.
Description Logics are a fragment of first-order logic with rather expressive primitives but still decidable
and (empirically) efficient inference procedures. LOOM [23] is a frequently used system with incomplete
DL reasoning which has also been used commercially for Web applications. OIL (the ontology inference
layer)d offers an integration of RDF/RDFS with a basically DL-based semantics [7]. It, thus, provides a
semantically richer and more precise basis than RDF, embracing the current Web standards. The mapping
of OIL, emerging into the efficient terminological reasoning system FaCT [17] is currently underway.
One of the most recent developments in the Darpa DAML intiative, the Darpa Agent Markup Language
DAML-ONT has been proposed. As a layer on top of RDF/RDFS DAML-ONT e is — like OIL — in-
tended to integrate ontologies with Web standards. Current efforts in DAML-ONT aim at integrating a rule
language.

aCf. [37] for an elaborated survey, which naturally cannot anymore reflect the current state of affairs.
bhttp://www.ontoprise.de/download
chttp://www.cs.umd.edu/projects/plus/SHOE/
dhttp://www.ontoknowledge.org/oil
ehttp://www.daml.org/2000/10/daml-ont.html

Such a generic semantic pattern is instantiated by ontology concepts and/or relations through the
graphical interface. For instance, “two persons that belong to a common project are said to collabo-
rate” or “two persons that have written a common paper are co-authors”.

MembershipRelated(worksAtProject,cooperatesWith).
MembershipRelated(writesPaper,coauthorOf).

This representation may then be (partially) translated into different target languages, as may be
seen in Table 2.
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Figure 3: Part of the KA2 Ontology in an OntoEdit-Screenshot

6 Providing Knowledge

“One method fits all” does not meet the requirements we have sketched above for the information
provisioning part of knowledge portals. What one rather needs is a set of methods and tools that may
account for the diversity of information sources of potential interest for presentation at the knowl-
edge portal. While these methods and tools need to obey different syntactic mechanisms, coherent
integration of information is only possible with a conceptual basis that may sort loose pieces of infor-
mation into a well-defined knowledge warehouse. In our setting, the conceptual basis is given through
the ontology that provides the background knowledge and that supports the presentation of informa-
tion by semantic, i.e. rule-enhanced queries. Talking about the syntactic and/or interface side, we
support three major, different, modes of information provisioning: First, we handle metadata-based
information sources that explicitly describe contents of documents on a semantic basis. Second, we
align regularities found in documents or data structures with the corresponding semantic background
knowledge in wrapper-based approaches. Thus, we may create a common conceptual denominator
for previously unrelated pieces of information. Finally, we allow the direct provisioning and mainte-
nance of facts through our fact editor. In addition to the mechanisms described above, we provide the
developers of a knowledge portal with an RDF-based crawler, that searches the web with ontology
focus for relevant instances described as RDF expressions. All the information is brought together in
a knowledge warehouse that stores data and metadata alike. Thus, it mediates between the original
information sources and the navigating and querying needs discussed in the next section.
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Table 2: Resulting output for different ontology languages

Language Result Comment

F-Logic

FORALL x,y,z
x[cooperatesWith->>y] <-

x[worksAtProject->>z] and
y[worksatProject->>z] and
not equal(x,y).

KIF

(=> (worksAtProject ?x ?z)
(worksAtProject ?y ?z)
(˜= ?x ?y)
(cooperatesWith ?x ?y))

SHOE

<DEF-INFERENCE>
<INF-IF>
<RELATION NAME="worksAtProject">

<ARG POS=1 VAR VALUE="X"/>
<ARG POS=2 VAR VALUE="Z"/>

</RELATION>
<RELATION NAME="worksAtProject">

<ARG POS=1 VAR VALUE="Y"/>
<ARG POS=2 VAR VALUE="Z"/>

</RELATION>
</INF-IF>
<INF-THEN>
<RELATION NAME="cooperatesWith">

<ARG POS=1 VAR VALUE="X"/>
<ARG POS=2 VAR VALUE="Y"/>

</RELATION>
</INF-THEN>
</DEF-INFERENCE>

negation not allowed in
SHOE, hence “partial”
semantics incur overgener-
ation of “cooperatesWith”
relationships

6.1 Metadata-based Information

Metadata-based information enriches documents with semantic information by explicitly adding meta-
data to the information sources. Over the last years several metadata languages have been proposed
which can be used to annotate information sources. In our approach the specified ontology constitutes
the conceptual backbone for the different syntactic mechanisms.

Current web standards for representing metadata like RDF [22] or XML [38] can be handled
within our knowledge portal approach. We have developed a method and a tool called DTDMaker
for generating document type definitions (DTDs) out of ontologies [10]. DTDMaker derives an XML
document type definition from a given ontology, so that XML instances can be linked to an ontol-
ogy. The linkage has the advantage that the document structure is grounded on a true semantic basis
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and, thus, facts from XML documents may be directly integrated into the knowledge warehouse. The
method has the advantage that the large number of available XML tools, e.g. for editing documents
become tools that provide formal metadata for the knowledge portals. HTML-A, early proposed by
Fensel et al. [12], is an HTML extension which adds annotations to HTML documents using an on-
tology as a metadata schema. HTML-A has the advantage to smoothly integrate semantic annotations
into HTML and prevents the duplication of information.

More wide-spread7, RDF facts serve as direct input for the knowledge warehouse and RDF
facts can be generated from information contained in the knowledge warehouse. An example of
RDF metadata-based information is given through the following RDF expression, that states that the
string “Rudi Studer” is the NAME of the instance of the concept FullProfessor with the object identi-
fier http://www.aifb.uni-karlsruhe.de/person:rst. Additionally, the homepage of
the object http://www.aifb.uni-karlsruhe.de/person:rst is defined via the attribute
HOMEPAGE. These RDF facts are instantiated using the vocabulary given through the KA2 ontology.

<rdf:RDF
xmlns:rdf = "http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:ka2 = "http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/ka2-onto-2000-11-

07.rdfs"

<ka2:FullProfessor rdf:ID="http://www.aifb.uni-karlsruhe.de/person:rst">
<ka2:firstName>Rudi</ka2:name>
<ka2:lastName>Studer</ka2:name>
<ka2:homepage>

http://www.aifb.uni-karlsruhe.de/Staff/studer.html
</ka2:homepage>

</ka2:FullProfessor>
</rdf:RDF>

To facilitate the annotation of HTML, we have developed an RDF-based annotation tool called
OntoAnnotate (cf. Figure 4 where a merger between two IT companies, Gauss and Magellan, is cap-
tured). OntoAnnotate and its underyling mechanisms for semantic annotation are described in further
detail in [9]. It is also possible to enrich documents generated with Microsoft Office applications with
metadata by using our plug-ins Word-RDF and Excel-RDF.

For the future we envision a semi-automatic tool, which combines automatic information extrac-
tion techniques with manual accuracy. We currently do research on this task in the DAML OntoAgents
project (http://WWW-DB.Stanford.EDU/OntoAgents/).

6.2 Wrapper-based Information

In general, annotating information sources by hand is a time consuming task. Often, however, anno-
tation may be automated when one finds regularities in a larger number of documents. The principle
idea behind wrapper-based information is that there are large information collections that have a sim-
ilar structure. We here distinguish between semi-structured information sources (e.g. HTML) and
structured information sources (e.g. relational databases).

7E.g., used for the http://www.dmoz.org directory.
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Figure 4: OntoAnnotate - Providing Semantics in HTML Documents

Semi-structured Sources. In recent years several approaches have been proposed for wrapping
semi-structured documents, such as HTML documents. Wrapper factories (cf. Sahuguet et al. [29])
and wrapper induction (cf. Kushmerick [20]) have considerably facilitated the task of wrapper con-
struction. In order to wrap directly into our knowledge warehouse we have developed our own wrap-
per approach that directly alignes regularities in semi-structured documents with their corresponding
ontological meaning.

Structured Sources. Often existing databases and other legacy systems may contain valuable in-
formation for building a knowledge portal. Ontologies have shown their usefulness in the area of
intelligent database integration. They act as information mediators (cf. Wiederhold & Genesereth
[40]) between distributed and heterogeneous information sources and the applications that use these
information sources. Existing entities in legacy systems are mapped onto concepts and relations de-
fined in the ontology. Thus, existing information may be pumped into the knowledge warehouse by a
batch process or it may be accessed on the fly.

6.3 Fact Editor.

The process of providing new facts into the knowledge warehouse should be as easy as possible. For
this reason we offer the hyperbolic interface tool (cf. Figure 5) which may be used as a Fact Editor.
In this mode its forms are not used to ask for values, but to insert values for attributes of instances of
corresponding concepts from the ontology. The Fact Editor is also used for maintaining the portal,
viz. to add, modify, or delete facts.
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7 Access the Knowledge Portal

Having provided information with a conceptual underpinning, we now want to provide the same rich
semantic structures to define a multitude of views that dynamically arrange information. Thus, our
system may yield the kind of rich interlinking that is most adequate for the individual user and her nav-
igation and querying of the knowledge portal. We start with a description of the query capabilities in
our representation framework. While in principle we could use a number of different query languages,
in practice our framework builds on the very same F-Logic mechanism for querying as it did for on-
tology representation and, thus, it may also exploit the ontological background knowledge. Through
this semantic level we achieve the independence from the original, syntactically proprietary, informa-
tion sources that we stipulated earlier. Nevertheless, F-Logic is as poorly suited for presentation to
naive users as any other query language. Hence, its use is mostly disguised in various easy-to-use
mechanisms that more properly serve the needs of the common user, while it still gives the editor all
the power of the principal F-Logic representation and query capabilities.

7.1 Query Capabilities

To illustrate the range of queries employed in our portals, we here give a few simple examples. For
instance, using a concrete example from our KA2 Portal the following query asks for all publications
of the researcher with the last name “Studer”.

FORALL Pub <- EXISTS ResID
ResId:Researcher[lastName ->> "Studer";publication ->> Pub].

The substitutions for the variable Pub constitute the publications queried by this expression.
Besides retrieving explicit information, the query capabilities allow to make implicit information

explicit. They use the background knowledge expressed in the domain ontology including rules as
introduced above. If we have a look at web pages about research projects, information about the
researchers (e.g. their names, their affiliation, ...) involved in the projects is often explicitly stated.
However, the fact that researchers who are working together in projects are cooperating is typically
left aside. A corresponding question might be: “Which researchers are cooperating with other re-
searchers?” Querying for cooperating researchers the implicit information about project cooperation
of researchers is exploited. The query may be formulated by:

FORALL ResID1,ResID2 <-
ResId1:Researcher[cooperatesWith ->> ResID2]
and ResID2:Researcher.

The result set includes explicit information about a researchers cooperation relationships, which
are stored in the knowledge warehouse, and also implicit information about project cooperation be-
tween researchers derived using the project-cooperation rule modeled in the ontology and inferred by
SiLRi.

Usually, it is too inconvenient for users to query the portal using F-Logic. Therefore we offer a
range of techniques that allow for navigating and querying the knowledge portals we built:

� A hypertext link may contain a query that is dynamically evaluated when one clicks on the
link. Browsing is made possible through the definition of views onto top-level concepts of
the ontology, such as Persons, Projects, Organizations, Publications, Technology and
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Organization. Each of these topics can be browsed using predefined views. For example,
a click on the projects hyperlink results in a in a query for all projects known at the portal. The
query is evaluated and the results are presented to the user in a table.

� A choice of concepts, instances, or combinations of both may be issued to the user in HTML
forms. Choice options may be selected through check boxes, selection lists, or radio buttons.
For instance, entering CHAR, an F-Logic query is evaluated and all existing companies con-
tained in the portal are retrieved and dynamically offered for selecting among activities of com-
panies in a drop down list. Search or selection may be further restricted using specific attributes
contained in the ontology, such as more specific types of activities or shorter time periods.

� For the KA2Portal we have materialized the ontology with all its underlying facts (cf. KBNav-
igate in Figure 2). The ontology is offered in a tree view and a click on a concept directly
shows all underlying instances.

� A query may also be generated by using the hyperbolic view interface (cf. Figure 5). The
hyperbolic view visualizes the ontology as a hierarchy of concepts. The presentation is based
on hyperbolic geometry (cf. [21]) where nodes in the center are depicted with a large circle,
whereas nodes at the border of the surrounding circle are only marked with a small circle. This
visualization technique allows a survey over all concepts, a quick navigation to nodes far away
from the center, as well as a closer examination of nodes and their vicinity. When a user selects
a node from the hyperbolic view, a form is presented which allows the user to select attributes or
to insert values for the attributes. An example is shown in Figure 5. The user is searching for the
community member “Studer” and his photo. Based on the selected node and the corresponding
attributes, a query is compiled. The query-result is shown in the right part of Figure 2.

� Furthermore, queries created by the hyperbolic view interface may be stored using the person-
alization feature. Queries are personalized for the different users and are available for the user
in a selection list. The stored queries can be considered as semantic bookmarks. By selecting
a previously created bookmark, the underlying query is evaluated and the updated results are
presented to the user. By this way, every user may create a personalized view onto the portal
(cf. Personalization in Figure 2).

� Finally, we offer an expert mode. The most technical (but also most powerful and flexible) way
for querying the portal requires that F-Logic is typed in by the user. This way is only appropriate
for users who are very familiar with F-Logic and the domain ontology.

8 Conclusion

Knowledge portals serve as intermediaries for knowledge access and knowledge sharing on the Web.
We have demonstrated how ontologies may lay a conceptual foundation, which supports the building
of knowledge portals including means for knowledge access and provisioning. The two case studies
that we have shown appear only as the tip of the iceberg of applications yet to come. Already now
the first E-Commerce portals have started embracing ontologies, and corporate portals for managing
enterprise internal knowledge are catching up [34]. Nevertheless, full-fledged support of ontology-
based technology on the Web has been missing until now and also our approach needs to be extended
in many directions, such as additional means for ontology-based personalization or log-mining with
conceptual structures to name but two desiderata.
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Figure 5: Hyperbolic Query View Interface

We think that our work on knowledge portals is only one very early starting point towards the
Semantic Web, which will provide machine-readable information for all kinds of web-based appli-
cations. In particular, future applications will need to integrate more automatic techniques — for
building ontologies [24], for providing meta data, and for learning from the usage of the Semantic
Web.
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